How-To Poems - Summer 2016

How-To Poems offer instructions to the reader - from the functional to the fanciful.
Enjoy!

Jenene Ravesloot, Photographer

Recipe for Making
a Latte Art "Fern"
By
Jenene Ravesloot
First Honorable Mention,
Illinois State Poetry
Society 2015 Contest,
Cup O’ Java
Chicago, Illinois

Watch the video. Listen to the instructions. There are a
few simple steps. You can do this. But, first practice with
your Rancilio Silvia espresso machine using water and a
drop of dish soap. When you’ve perfected the method,
move on to whole steamed milk, being careful to produce
a foam without any bubbles that you will pour into a
brown cappuccino cup that holds two shots of Lavazza’s
Super Crema espresso coffee. The 12 ounce metal frothing
pitcher should rest just above the lip of the cup at an
angle as you pour the foam. Then, begin to wiggle your
pouring hand, all the while continuing to pour the foam
into the cup before lifting the pitcher up and back
towards you, the stream of foam making a straight white
line down the center to form the latte fern’s thin stem.

fronds of fresh glazed foam
in a cappuccino cup
disappearing fern

To Build A Fairy
House
By
Ellen Hugo
Stoneham, Massachusetts

How to Read a Poem
By
Caroline Johnson
Willow Springs, Illinois

Gather sticks
grey driftwood light and dry
bark preferably white birch
some verdant moss for the floor
sea shells and tiny pinecones
scrape piles of lichen
small sharp rocks for tables
soft beach stones for comfy chairs
petals from the bridal bush
sprinkle everywhere
when you come back
you will know
they were there

He picks up the poem like a diamond,
pulls the words off the page like minted
juleps, like ivory catalpa flowers falling
slowly from thick bark onto green lawn
and with the chant of the lines you could
wake up the dead, you could bring back
the ghosts of the white mausoleum,
now razed, now only stones like the
preserved ruins at Ephesus we saw once

before the second half of the play began;
before life took a turn and derailed a rack
of harvest corn, and the bears started eating it
so that we became spectators in what was
supposed to be a second chance. We walked
down to the river to follow our bliss and
found three bees and some purple phlox,
a lazy current and a bleach-dry twig,
fishing for tomorrow.
He put the poem back in its folder,
he did not want to keep it,
he just wanted to experience it.

How to Mend
By
Marjorie Rissman
Highland Park, Illinois

heart
broken into two thousand pieces
like a jigsaw puzzle
spread across the marital mattress
you pick up the pieces
one by one by one
slowly at first
day by day by day
first you find the edges
create the boundaries
select a color or shape
snap pieces together
not all will work the first try
not all will fit in the same old way
each has a resting place
like the pillow and duvet
set aside the most challenging
the stubborn pieces that seem to refuse
to heal to soothe to fill the hole
when you start to see the future
when the picture is complete
buy a jar of puzzle glue
and a frame
make sure that every piece
is bonded front and back
then hang this work of healing
somewhere in your home
to remind you often
how far you have come
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How To Impress At
The Wine Tasting
By Curt Vevang
Palatine, Illinois
Originally presented
at the 2014 Poetry
Pentathlon: North
Shore Edition
Originally published
in a scant bagatelle
Curt Vevang 2016

Wine tasting's a game, you win or you lose,
but it really helps to know how to schmooze.
And don't be concerned by what you don't know,
just drop a few terms, they'll think you're a pro.
Terms for example, like dry and bouquet.
Some other good words are port and rose.
Try using these words, you've nothing to lose,
you'll even amaze your wine drinking muse.
It's often been said, of the wine called port,
for many poets, it's their last resort.
A good term to use, a good wine to drink
and for writer's block, it's the missing link.
Attitude carries a whole lot of sway,
a little finesse will go a long way.
Hold your glass smartly with flamboyant flair,
make sure your pinky points straight in the air.
After your tasting, it's polite to buy
a bottle or two, one sweet and one dry.
If that's too daunting, I suggest instead,
just grab off the shelf, a white and a red.
But watch what you buy, because every time,
you'll think you're smarter with each glass of wine.
On the contrary, I need to explain,

what judgment you had, has gone down the drain.
Before you go home, I've one parting tip.
You've sipped many wines, some more than a sip.
Bag up your purchase and settle your tab,
put your keys away and call for a cab.

Take A Day
By
Gail Denham
Sun River, Oregon

You take a day, see. Hold it
in your hand. Shake it. Lift it to
your ear to see if there’s an echo.
You taste it. Plain, needs salt.
You add cinnamon, garlic,
nutmeg, and a pinch of ginger.
You carve into the layers – like
an onion. You roll it across
the floor, to see if it’s deserving.
By this time, it seems stale, smells
musty. You decide to feel one moment
at a time. The day’s still out there,
but this moment feels, smells, and sounds
okay to you. Let the rest of the day unfold
on its own. No improvements needed.
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How to Look
in a Mirror
By
Julie Isaacson
Highland Park, Illinois

Approach the mirror with kindness
And an open heart
Your mirror is the first to see you this new day
Greet it with a smile and it will smile back
Examine your worthiness
Look past any perceived flaws
Signs of aging are the reflection of the rich texture of your life

Tell your mirror your hopes for the day
Promise your mirror that you will achieve all you can
With grace, dignity and purpose

Think about the most recent occurrence that made you laugh

Capture that spirit and hold onto it all day
Allow your mirror to help you feel strong all day
Thank your mirror for helping you be yourself
At night, perform evening rituals while sharing your day
with your mirror
Smile and sleep peacefully

How to Write a Poem How to write a poem
By
Isadora Esson
Brisbane, Australia

Take the words inside your heart
Put them down on paper
You’ve already made a start
Listen to the sounds they make
The music in their meaning
Do they make you feel something?
If so, you know you’re winning
Read your poem to yourself
With no one else
Out loud
Look at you
A poet now
I hope you feel damn proud
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How To Handle a
Stalking Poem
By
Terry Loncaric
Palatine, Illinois

Scarves

If a poem stalks you
in your sleep
feel the sway of words,
the barrage of rhythms,
the sharp jab of images.
Chase the flame,
inhale the beast,
conquer the
galloping current,
until words stain
the page
and stab the silence.

By

I want to make scarves from the sky.
Since I’m not much of a seamstress,
here’s hoping it won’t be too hard.

Joan McNerney

To start I’ll just pick up a fleecy
white cloud to cover my neck.

Ravena, New York

Maybe create a dove grey scarf
and cut out pale blue ones too.

Make entire closets full of them.
At sunset I will fashion boas
of bright ruby and tangerine.
If lucky I’ll find some rainbows…
kaleidoscopes to wrap up in.
My midnight shawl will be long
gleaming ebony covering the
shoulders keeping in warmth.
I will list them on eBay and Craig’s,
hang pictures on my Facebook wall.
Imagine, everybody will want them!
Would you like one too?
Better put your order in now.

How To Make a
Paper Airplane
By
Tom Roby IV
Chicago, Illinois

Place an 8.5 x 11 inch sheet of paper in front of you, so that
the length is left to right. Fold the length in half and
crease. Fold the top left end of the folded sheet so that it
lines up with the center crease, forming a right triangle.
Fold the sheet again, making a scalene triangle. Fold the
side one more time to create a trapezoid wing. Repeat
these three folds on the other side. Secure the six folds by a
¼ inch tab from twin cuts, made with scissors, on the
undercarriage about 3 inches from the nose of the airplane.
Add appropriate insignia, launch, and
watch your airplane sail on a breeze, glide coolly past a highrise window like a gull pilots crosswinds, or a hand reroutes
clouds or a milk butterfly flirts with buildings until it skims
lower, parks at a curb, sidles like an albino cat around the

hubcaps to the sidewalk, floating for a while—a giant
jellyfish in a small sea of sunlight before it puffs off again in
the way that a kite without a tether lofts into the touch-menot sky.

How To Break Up
With Your Dinosaur
By
Kathleen Lawrence
Cortland, New York

Dear sweet T-Rex,
I don’t think we can go on like this.
While I love your scaly exterior and puce tipped tail, I can’t
imagine a future for us with your monster temper and
stinking breath. Granted, your heavy eyes are soulful and
carry the reflections of one thousand years of experience,
but your arms don’t cuddle me like I need. I feel trapped
under your massive, heaving chest. My soft kisses are
drowning in your wet, slobbery charcoal-colored tongue.
When I hear your thundering approach I no longer shiver and
giggle with anticipation. But instead, I wonder how I will
force myself to spoon your primordial flesh and caress your
slimy embrace until dawn when you wander into the foggy
forest for another day at work. Monotony and the loss of
adventure has turned me to look to other species for
muscular affections and thrills.
Maybe in another time or another story. . . perhaps we will
meet again in another misty land.
Your former darling,
Triceratops
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Baking a Cake
By
Beth Staas
La Grange Park, Illinois

First comes the bowl,
blue like the veins in his arms,
then a large wooden paddle
to mix and stir things up.
Bring out the sugar and eggs
plus a whisk to beat, beat, beat
until froth spills over the sides.
Measure the flour, sifting it twice
to make sure no lumps are left,
then fold in the liquid, scraping the sides,
leaving none of the good behind.
The last step, to line the pan,
which keeps the batter from sticking.
Into the oven it goes, and the cleanup begins
scouring stains, attacking the sweet spots.
Oh, Daddy, please, not so hard.

How To Eat a Crispy
Taco
By
Sylvia Riojas Vaughn
Plano, Texas

Hold it in both hands.
Admire the toppings.
Did you choose sour cream,
avocado or cheese?
Crunch down on one end.
Or bite that crackly tortilla
smack dab in the middle.
Watch the filling
plummet onto your plate.
After it crumbles,
pick up a fork.
Call it Taco Salad!
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How to Open a Gate
Without a Key
By
Steve Klepetar

Step gently in the shadow
of moon and wait
in silent air. Your breaths
should come shallow
and moist, your eyes
attentive to secret
swallow shape of hands.
You are the only chain

St. Cloud, Minnesota

draped across the city
of night.
Hear every soft click
in swaying wind,
let the lock’s steel
tumblers whirl and
creaking branches
swing through rhythms
of your touch.
Taste fragrant light
with the inside
of your rutted tongue,
let owl’s soft wing brush your face.

Apricot Glow
By

In the apricot glow
of sunset two

Donal Mahoney

hummingbirds come
to the red feeder

St. Louis, Missouri

show a little one
how to sip
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Photographer

Poetry Box Instructions Like the lamppost in Narnia,
By
Tricia Marcella Cimera

St. Charles, Illinois

How To Write an
Etheree
By
Michael Escoubas
Bloomington, Illinois

the Poetry Box mysteriously
appears before you.
Who put this here, you wonder
but you don’t need to know that,
just walk up to it on this
quiet leafy side street. Stop.
Look, a poem is in the box.
Read that poem. Read it again.
A light turns on in your mind.
Who is Mary Oliver, you wonder.
What do I plan to do with my
“one wild and precious life”,
you wonder too, gazing
at the Poetry Box that holds
Mary’s poem The Summer Day,
and Mary’s question,
just for you, all for you,
because —
you stopped.

First
number
your journal
one to ten, then,
count your syllables
conforming line by line.
Next, choose a narrow subject
(there is no room to right the world).
You don’t need rhyme or metered iambs.
Use simple words that fit this humble form.
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How to Prepare for
Judgement Day
A hay(na)ku sonnet

By
Vince Gotera

Cedar Falls, Iowa

Gorge
on Raisinets,
Gummi Bears, Snickers!
Watch
every freaking
show on Netflix.
Corvette.
Fugu sashimi.
Carnival Cruise Lines.
Climb
Sears Tower . . .
BASE jump blindfolded.
Fulfill bucket list.
Then kiss your —

The hay(na)ku is a word-counting form invented by
Eileen Tabios. Line 1, one word; line 2, two words;
line 3, three words. Sometimes turned upside-down
in the reverse hay(na)ku for particular thematic
effects: 3, 2, 1. The hay(na)ku sonnet (my invention)
uses five hay(na)ku with the last stanza compressed
to 2 lines to add up to 14. In all hay(na)ku,
purposeful lineation is paramount, not just 6 words
broken into 3 lines.

How to Write a Poem
Borrowing Creatively
from a Catalog
By
Ann Lamas
Chicago, Illinois

White Flower Farm
The parents of this lovely Lacecap variety
were found growing on a wooded slope
of Korean mountains flowering
in spring on old wood in summer on new.
Lace grows in full sun with ample moisture
giving a rich, deep texture
quite unlike other vines
and typically flowers even if twigs
have been killed by frost.
Her upright habit is useful in small spaces
large and showy flower heads
providing easy access for pollinators.
A vigorous and prolific rebloomer
mophead blossoms invariably trimmed
pistachio with blue eyes, Lacecap looks
cool against bright green foliage.
Elegant, she never overwhelms her neighbors
and is worth having for that reason alone.

How to Court The
Muse
By
Paul Gregory Leroux
Ottowa, Ontario, Canada

To fledgling poets, this my counsel sage:
Think not as barren, virginal, the page,
But as a bridal bed, in purest white
Bedecked, arrayed, as for a wedding night,
Draped and enfolded in whose linen weave,
You and the Muse may couple and conceive
A child of passion, for her womb’s an ark
That sails in dreams alone, or sleepless dark.
You cannot bid her hither; she will not
Your mistress be until, scorned and forgot,
She seeks you out and will not be ignored;
She, then alone, your patience will reward.
Shackle her not, but let her wander free;
Then to the Muse you will a courtier be.

Relax
By
Dave Marcus
Streamwood,
Illinois

Just stop everything! The
Universe is Okay.
You are safe in this Earthly habitat.
Empty your mind of all concerns and
worries.
Now remain silent for sixty seconds.

.
.
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.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Imagine you have all the time in the world.
You’re not in a hurry to do anything.
It’s like going nowhere in slow motion.
No need to be on guard duty against anything.
You are too peaceful to feel any uneasiness.
A sense of quietude and harmony fills your heart.
Kick back and take a reprieve from the rest.
Eliminate all cares about everything.
Every movement is effortlessly performed
As you saunter through the course of least resistance.
Act unruffled, composed and untroubled
while you maneuver gently into place.
Let the sounds of nature predominate over the noise of machines
as you breathe with an easy going rhythm.
There are no struggles, no challenges and no uptightness.
Visualize only tranquility and letting go.
The restful beat of the Cosmos envelops you
As you glide into a serene, placid, nonchalant state.
Feel free to enjoy this blissful moment
Allow the rat race pass you by.
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learning to count
By William T. Carey
Glencoe, Illinois
I always liked 5, not of course even but still just right.
My first family counted five, not just right but somewhat prime.
Indestructible 5 was iron-clad required for my festering obsessions.
5’s grip faltered in time and grabbed some other gobsmacked, susceptible fella.
My final family at 3 now so simple to count, I wave wonderingly at 5’s complication.
Shoulder tendons, elbow tendons, neck muscles, back discs, hand bone—all busted.
Morning quotidian rehab rocks me: 1 to 5 times 7, 1 to 30, hold stretch for 10,
while song snippets stuck from night dreams surround the count.
Like the needle skipping on my dusty mind vinyl, I often miss 15.
Repping steadily to 14, I flail off a cliff.
Then 16 or 17 startles, melismatically shifting off-pitch.
Days run lukewarm water; years blackhole into miasma, undefined.
Sixty years, lives, eons—or fears, little isolations, tick off endless seconds or no time.
budget (muffed it) tax (lax) rent (descent) occupancy (fancifully) dollars (dolorous)
pay (pray) sick days (wicked ways) shop wares (who cares)
Car clock counts short or long, will not be fixed.
Abandoned to personal timekeeping, I anxiously drip minutes.
Sugar and sodium grams—ever checking packaging,

to add days, of course. No Count Chocula, to paraphrase.
Son’s four college years flashed in a burst too hurried,
but now I can count carefully on him.
Lord, teach me to be generous. Teach me to give and not to count the cost—
prayed Saint Ignatius.
Cost-count is outrageous, soulless, encumbering.
But what, after all, did Ignatius know about numbering?

How Do You Do That?
By
Kenny Sommer
Highland Park, Illinois

How do you do that?
The answer is a question?
Ask your phone.
No need for conversations, teachers, relations.
You have Watson
Call in your robot
Upgrade your mind chip
Send out your clone and watch him work.
How did he do that? He’s at the game.
Laughing, smiling at a park with a lady, a friend?
I just sit here getting old, watching the birds, screens, of
news, sports, shows, markets, scopes?
I need to know. Did he take my soul?
Answer me AI? I want a better life, to live, work, have
friends, learn, and grow.
Help me please. We all just sit, alone.
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How To Write a Poem Always bend characters.
abecedarian x2

By
Kathleen Lawrence
Cortland, New York

How to Foil a
Phantom
By
Sylvia Riojas Vaughn
Plano, Texas

Dutifully enunciate familiar gestalt for
highly insightful jewels.
Keep lovely metaphors,
nurturing overtures, and
prophetic questions resonating.
Still torrential undertones,
vividly whisper existential yearnings.
Zipper acid barbs,
carve detailed embellishments,
fight gross he-men,
inspire just kings, and
leisurely meander nature’s opera.
Propose quarrels and rhyming resolutions,
scintillate tearful unblinking vows,
wistfully exercise your zen.

First, understand
it speaks Haunt.
The whooshing, wailing,
raps, taps -to living ears,
a thunderstorm,
hail striking rooftops.
Second, your medium texts,
this manifestation
caught between earth
and eternity
wants something.
Third, realize
your Ghost Buster
drives a BMW
thanks to you.
Fourth, buy
earplugs, a sleep mask
to confound
what hovers over
your covers.

Pamela Larson, Photographer

How to Survive the
Flight
By

In case of the “unlikely event,”
make sure your seat back’s
upright, stow your tray table,
close your eyes, then concentrate
on growing some great big wings.

Vince Gotera
Cedar Falls, Iowa

Unicorn
By
Lynn White
North Wales, United
Kingdom
First published by Pilcrow

I shouldn’t have done it.
I’ve always shunned
the spotlight,
always feared it.
Unlike the horses and dogs
who play the game,
perform,
do what’s expected
by their human providers,
by their audience.
I’ve always been afraid
of being seen

and Dagger, January 2016

onstage
just in case
I was taken short
and golden notes
fell from my arse
and made
rainbows
brighter
than the spotlight,
upsetting
the lighting engineers.
I think we’re all the same,
we unicorns,
shy creatures.
That’s why we’ve
survived,
hiding
in dreams.

HOW TO MAKE A GERMAN PANCAKE - Jennifer
Dotson, Photographer

Writing How To

…help from many voices

By

Advice: keep a journal, write
every day; turn your spirit loose;
read, read, read; try a market;
find a word and follow it home.

Gail Denham
Sun River, Oregon

The words fly at you from all sides:
barracuda, Bulgaria, cretonne, eerie,
garrulous, fanatical, bulbous, frantic,
multitude, tremulous, whimsical.
Do they work together? Not likely.
Not without a fight to create connections,
extract their essence, corral them into some
kind of rapturous order.

How to Inspire Poets
By
Jennifer Dotson
Highland Park, Illinois

Find a room
gather a group
with pens and paper
or tablets and keyboards
fuel them with
coffee or other
liquid refreshment
shut the door
set the timer
offer some prompts
frustrate with form
mark meter
count syllables
pound out rhythm
intensify images
let the words flow
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